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NADER SEEKS 
STUDENT AID 
Ralph Nader, the consumer's cru­
sader and a speaker last year at 
the Law School Forum, is once 
again on the reform trail. This 
time he hopes to recruit the aid of 
the nation's law schools. His latest 
two-part program consists of a 
clearing house for the law school 
press and the coordination and im­
plementation of student research 
groups at law schools throughout 
the nation. 
The clearing house is operated by 
the Public Interest Press. It sends 
out monthly bulletins to the offices 
of law school papers, containing 
articles based on the organization's 
own research, excerpts from law 
school press, and notes and infor­
mation of interest to the law school 
community. This organization hopes 
to stihiulate cross-communication 
between law school papers and to 
expand their content and scope. Its 
belief is that since law school cur-
riculums and activities' are' evolv­
ing so quickly, greater interchange 
between schools is imperative. 
The first bulletin^ was released 
just a few weeks ago. In it, Mr. 
Nader calls for the establishment, 
in law schools, of a year long 
course, taught by students, for the 
benefit of the faculty. Recognizing 
the many valuable clinical experi­
ences and ideas students can convey 
to the faculty, he is convinced that 
such a course would educate the 
faculty to contemporary issues and 
"work as a steady feedback process 
that is bound to enrich the profes­
sor's response to his classes". The 
course could be organized by a 
steering committee of students 
which would make preliminary de­
cisions including whether or not to 
implement the Socratic m^hbd and 
what type of journals or records 
should be kept. 
The bulletin also contained a 
number of articles by associates of 
and contributors to the Public 
Interest Research Group. The sub­
jects reported on ranged from the 
"Hazards of Product Safety" con­
cerning itself with the use of un­
safe appliances in the home and the 
legal recourse available to home­
owners injured thereby to the re­
cent rise in interest and popular­
ity among members of the legal 
profession in the establishment of 
"Public Interest Law Fitms". This 
and future bulletins will be kept on 
file in the office of the paper and 
are available upon request. 
The second part of Mr. Nader's 
program consists of the use of stu­
dent research groups to gather ma­
terial for attacks on areas of the 
law that are in dire need of reform. 
His latest targets are property 
taxes, state utility regulatory com­
missions, and state and local pro­
curement. The major source of 
revenue for cities has long been the 
property tax, but according to Mr. 
Nader, the laws governing this field 
are generally outdated and incom­
prehensible. As a result, the cities 
(Continued on Page 2, Col. S-U) 
Highlight of the annual Red Mass was homily delivered by Reverend Robert J. Welsh (shown at left). In 
photo at right — Reverend Patrick J. Rice, Executive Vice-President of Villanova University; Reverend 
Thomas J. Welsh, Rector of St. Charles Seminary; Reverend Philip F. Barrett, Dean of College of Com­
merce and Finance celebrate the Mass. 
MOOT COURT PROGRAM REVISED 
The first year Moot Coiitt Pro­
gram at Villanova Law School has 
been revised significantly for the 
1970-71 school year. 
Extensive instruction is now pro­
vided for the first year student in 
both brief writing and oral argu­
ment by members of the Moot 
Court Board and faculty. This is 
the first year that new students 
have been required to purchase a 
moot court manual. Previously, 
they had to rely on a few books on 
the subject available in the library 
or information obtained by word of 
mouth from upperclassmen. 
The uniformity and quality of the 
first year briefs, as submitted under 
the old system, left much to be de­
sired. Of greater importance was 
the fact that the function of the 
Moot Court Program was not truly 
being accomplished under the old 
system. The "instruction" in brief 
writing and oral argument was 
severely lacking until last year 
when some of the innovations were 
incorporated. The previous pro­
gram was considered to have de­
manded a great deal of work re­
sulting in very little satisfaction to 
the student. 
This year, in addition to the 
moot court manual, the first year 
students were also required to buy 
a book which traces the history of 
the legal dispute. The purpose of 
this book is to provide the first year 
student with the orientation in legal 
argument and writing necessary to 
prepare an adequate presentation. 
At appropriate times during both 
semesters Professor Lurie, faculty 
advisor to the Moot Court Board, 
will give lectures in reference to 
the content of these two books. 
Additionally, instruction by faculty 
members includes a critique by a 
faculty member and two upper­
classmen, with the first year stu­
dent teams, concerning the style 
and content of their briefs. Using 
this as a guide, the students re­
write their brief before oral argu­
ment. This process was initiated 
last year and proved to be very 
helpful. 
Professor Dowd and Professor 
Gianella have agreed to engage in 
a demonstration oral argument, for 
the benefit of the first year class, 
prior to the commencement of any 
of their oral arguments this year. 
The effect of this is yet to be seen, 
but it cannot help but initiate the 
student into the process. 
The Moot Court Board has also 
contributed to this program of ex­
tensive instruction in other ways. 
There have been many new prob­
lems written to replace those which 
have become obsolete. Each mem­
ber tjf the-Board was required to 
become ah "expert" with regard to 
one of the problems. The member 
of the Board then conducted a sem­
inar for the first year students as­
signed the problem in which he had 
become proficient. 
Additional office hours were ar­
ranged when designated Board 
members would be in the Moot 
Court office to answer any and all 
questions concerning their problem 
from the students assigned it. 
This procedure overcame the 
problem of first year students com­
ing into the office and either finding 
it empty or someone there who had: 
no idea what their problem was 
(Continued on Page 2, Column J^) 
Bar Results Published 
The following chart, showing Villanova as having the highest per­
centage of first-time applicants in Pennsylvania pass the Summer Bar 
Examination, was maitte available to us by the State Board of Law 
Examiners. | 
JULY 9 and llO," 1970 —BAR EXAMINATION 
Law School and 
Other Classification 
Fim-timers 
Repeaters 
\ 
Number 
Examined 
65 
6 
Number 
Failed 
7 
2 
Number Percentage 
Passed Passed 
58 89.23 
4 66.67 
DICKINSON \ 
\ 71 
: GRU 62 ^ 87.32 
First-timers 
Repeaters 
84 
3 
14 
1 
70 
2 
83.33 
66.67 
BUQUESNE 87 15 72 82.76 
First-timers 
Repeaters 
65 
1 
8 
1 
57 87.69 
PENNSYLVANIA 66 9 ,57"" 86.36 
First-timers 
Repeaters 
62 
2 
8 
1 
54 
1 
87.10 
50.00 
PITTSBURGH 64 9 55 85.94 
First-timers 
Repeaters 
78 
5 
9 
3 
69 
2 
88.46 
40.00 
(Continued on Page 3, Columns U and 5) 
Sermon Highlights 
Annual Red Mass 
On Friday, October 23, 1970, the 
14th annual Votive Mass of the 
Holy Spirit, traditionally known as 
the Red Mass, was celebrated at the 
Villanova Chapel. As expected, the 
Chapel was filled to capacity with 
the faculty, students, alumni and 
friends of the Law School. 
The highlight of the Mass was 
the homily delivered by the Rever­
end Robert J. Welsh, O.S.A., Presi­
dent of Villanova University. The 
subject of the sermon was the law 
and love of Christ. 
Father Welsh began his sermon 
with a passage from the Gospel of 
Saint Mark in which Jesus related 
the two great commandments to 
the scribes: "The Lord our God is 
the one Lord, and you must love 
the Lord your God with all your 
heart, with all your soul, with all 
your mind and with all your 
strength; and you must love your 
neighbor as yourself". 
Father Welsh then analogized 
these two great commandments to 
the law as we know it today. He 
pointed out to the audience, as 
Christ pointed out to the scribe, a 
legal scholar of Judaism, that the 
law must never be allowed to be 
placed above God and it must never 
be so inflexible as to do injustice 
to man. This is the natural and 
only rational conclusion for anyone 
to come to who believes that all 
law naturally flows from God. 
Just as it is wrong to try to cor­
rect the ills of society by violating 
the law which preserves society, it 
is wrong for the law to be so inflex­
ible or strictly construed as to pre­
vent society from changing or de­
veloping for its own benefit. Any 
law that stifles the improvement or 
growth of society is unjust and any 
law that is unjust violates the law 
or commandments of (Jod. If God is 
the Supreme Source of all law, then 
any law that is contrary to His 
tenets does an injustice to man and 
the society he lives in. 
Father Welsh then defined the 
lawyer's role in society as being 
not only learned in the law but 
also contributing through this 
learning to the higher law of God. 
The law must be construed for the 
good of all society and if it does 
not work this way then the mem­
bers of the legal profession have a 
duty to bring about this change. 
Anyone who professes the law also 
poofesses the law of Christ. The 
law and love of Christ should per­
meate the lawyer's every action. If 
one is to care, protect and have 
reverence for the law he must ulti­
mately find the source of the law— 
God, who is the law, life and love. 
Father Welsh appropriately 
ended his sermon with the so-called 
Lawyer's Prayer of Saint Thomas 
More: 
"Give me the grace good Lord, 
to set the world at naught: to 
set my mind fast upon thee and 
not to hang upon men's mouths. 
(Continued on Page 2, Column 5) 
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Dean Reuschlein 
From The Dean's Desk 
As I See It... 
By HAROLD GILL REUSCHLEIN 
I proffered some advice to a good friend the other day 
only to have him remind me that Oscar Wilde once had it 
that, "All advice is bad and good advice is worse". 
But then one ought not to be deterred by the likes of 
Oscar Wilde and so I am moved to use my cherished corner in 
THE DOCKET to offer some thoughts upon the role of students 
in the governance of law schools. 
It does seem to me that anyone who participates in the 
governance of a law school must 
legitimately have as his purpose 
the improvement of the quality 
of that law school and of legal 
education. If that is true, our 
initial thinking about student 
participation in the governance 
of law schools must begin by 
positing the significant question: 
"Just how can student participa­
tion in governance improve the 
quality of law schools and of 
legal education?" 
Currently we are much ab­
sorbed with the formal methods of student involvement in the 
governance of law schools. I'm not all that sanguine that this 
current absorption with the question, "How to involve students 
in the governance of law schools?" will lead to improvement 
in legal education. I think the whole business is a rather dis­
mal business, absorbing a great deal of precious time, involv­
ing an exercise of the least praiseworthy talents of students 
and faculty, carrying forward to an environment anything 
but invigorating, in fact carrying forward to a kind of intel­
lectual suffocation. 
I say this not because I mistrust the objectives of students. 
I think my high regard for students has been adequately 
demonstrated through thiry-seven years in legal education. 
In fact, I know full-well that students—at least some of them 
—can make highly significant contributions toward a more 
adequate understanding of the ends and methods of legal 
education. I hold with Alexander Pope: 
"For forms of government let fools contest; 
Whate'er is best administer'd is best." 
And so I am to profess no antipathy to students but much 
antipathy to the notion of governance as a guiding principle 
in the business of education. If we become so seriously con­
cerned about the role of students, we are going to become 
inordinately preoccupied with governance—and in legal edu­
cation we function best with a minimum of governance. 
The students who are much concerned with formal ways 
by which to exert their influence on the character of a law 
school, do so under a misconception about the nature of legal 
education and some illusions as to how the enterprise operates 
in fact. A long tradition and a proud tradition places what 
one studies, thinks about, teaches, researches almost beyond 
the reach of governace. Professor Harry Kalven has said, 
"The better the university the less there is to govern". This 
applies to the law school with particular force. 
Most faculty members and, certainly, all deans rather 
quickly discover how little governance there is in the business 
of a law school. Of managerial detail and housekeeping there 
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is much—too much. But of governance, there is but little. To 
be sure, there are all kinds of committees, meetings, reports 
and faculty voting. But in ordinary times the policy issues 
that are resolved by these processes are relatively few. If 
you narrow down to policy issues dealing with the improve­
ment of the quality of legal education, you will find the number 
to be virtually negligible. 
I believe that innovation and reform come about in law 
schools largely as the work of individual men. Innovation and 
reform are seldom traceable to to committees. And the reason 
for this is not difficult to understand. Our problems are prob­
lems of originating, elaborating and implementing ideas. Noth­
ing comes of committee actions and recommendations unless 
a particular individual is standing in readiness to do the cre­
ative work of exploring and organizing. At least this is true 
when dealing with curriculum and course content. 
But there are other areas in the law schools where com­
mittees usually function, such as admissions, administration of 
academic rules, appointment of faculty personnel, to name but 
a few. Are there cogent reasons to indicate that participation 
in these areas by students will lift the quality of judgments 
that must be made? Where will one hope to find the students 
who will have not only the capacity but the sustained interest 
to spend time in these unproductive enterprises ? Will they, if 
found, do a better job than faculty members who are now 
saddled with these not always welcome duties? The number 
of faculty members who function really effectively on com­
mittees is small. I wonder if we will contribute to the efficiency 
or quality of these activities by using students in the short 
time which anyone of them is able to serve. 
All this is admittedly negative. But the negative views I 
have expressed do not imply that students have nothing to 
contribute to the policy of a school or to the improvement of 
legal education in general. They do. We of the faculty need 
ideas—and from students. We need to be made aware of 
criticism and perspectives which students can bring to our 
problems. Our faculty welcomes and is likely to be influenced 
by the thoughtful and well-reasoned report of a student or 
group of students. Indeed, our students have already demon­
strated that they can make constructive recommendations in 
the area of legal education. 
We should, without question, encourage students to give 
thoughtful consideration to the problems besetting legal edu­
cation. I am, however, much disturbed lest valuable, substan­
tive student contributions may be ineffective because diffused 
and dispersed by an over-preoccupation with institutional 
arrangements. Students now serve on our committees. I think 
they will make some valuable contributions—but not because 
they are on committees. I hope they make their contributions 
as students rather than as participants in governance. 
Dean Phil Neal of the University of Chicago has spoken 
of governance in the environment of a law school as "a form 
of pollution". I cannot go that far—but there are danger 
signals—governance may be such a preoccupation of the many 
as to stifle the scholarly business of a law school. Let's all 
have fun as we experiment—but let's not kid ourselves. 
NADER 
(Continued from Page 1, Column 1) 
are unable to financially cope with 
their growing social problems and 
corporate taxpayers are able to ex­
act favorable tax treatment at the 
expense of the homeowner. In the 
Permian Basin of West Texas, for 
example, Mr. Nader reports that 
major oil producers own properties 
that are undervalued for tax pur­
poses by more than 50%. 
The relationship between indus­
tries and their respective regula­
tory agencies is another area in 
which Mr. Nader wants to initiate 
investigation. He reports that often 
the association of the adminis­
trators and the supposed subjects 
of their rulings are involved in 
collusive and corrupt procedures. 
Mr. Nader's last target, state and 
local procurement, goes to the heart 
of the state's political structure. 
He reports that illicit procurement 
practices have become a way of 
life at the state and local levels in 
many areas. Not only are millions 
of dollars wasted, but illicit pres­
sure is placed on state and local 
politics. Thousands of contracts 
are awarded, not to the bidder who 
promises the requested performance 
at the lowest price, but to the bid­
der who has the most friends at the 
statehouse. 
The Class of 1971 has tentatively 
decided to commission a portrait of 
the late Professor Carnes to be 
donated to the School as the class 
gift. This is a truly appropriate 
gift from the class, most of which 
had the privilege to study under 
the direction of the late Professor. 
There have been two recent de­
velopments in the area of the Law 
Review, one academic and the other 
social. They have tentatively de­
cided upon the topic of Prisoner's 
Rights for their Symposium, an 
event eagerly anticipated by the 
Law School Community. They held 
their annual party at 'La Ronda' 
which was attended by over 130 
members of the Review, faculty and 
their guests. 
On Tuesday, November 3rd, the 
first Faculty-Student Meeting open 
to the public was held in the Law 
School Court Room. The discussion 
was centered upon the Library and 
School hours. It was announced 
that the new Library hours, effec­
tive immediately, are 8 A.M. to 1 
A.M. weekdays, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
Saturdays and 2 P.M. to 1 A.M. 
Sundays. The school will also be on 
the same schedule of hours for ac-
Students are needed immediately 
to work on these projects. Anyone 
interested may write for additional 
information to the following ad­
dress : Public Interest Research 
Groups, 1025 15th St., N.W., Suite 
601, Washington, D.C. 20005. 
MOOT COURT 
(Continued from Page 1, Column U) 
really about. This program of ex­
tensive instruction should enable 
the function of the program to be 
accomplished and prove to be a 
satisfying and valuable experience 
for first year students. 
The second and third year Reimel 
Moot Court Competition is also well 
in progress with forty teams par­
ticipating. The problem this year 
concerns the rights of a person dis­
missed from his job because the 
government has retoked his secur­
ity clearance on the ground of his 
being a homosexual. The first round 
arguments have been completed and 
the second round arguments are 
slated to begin in February. 
The distinguished Bench for the 
final argument has not been deter­
mined as yet but if the first round 
arguments are any indication of 
what is to come, no matter who 
judges the argument, it should be 
quite an interesting and enjoyable 
afternoon. 
The Barrister's Brides held a 
'Pot Luck' dinner in the Law School 
Lounge, on October 30th. The din­
ner was billed as featuring the 
'finest Main Line Cuisine' and was 
generally well attended. The Docket 
was unable to discover if there was 
any truth to the rumor that the 
Bryn Mawr Hospital Emergency 
Ward was kept on call by the 
Bride's husbands in an effort to 
minimize the chances of extensive 
damages being available to any 
participant in possible resulting law 
suits. 
A new policy of student repre­
sentation on faculty committees 
has been implemented at the Law 
School. On December 1, 1970, a 
second or third year student was 
elected to each of the following 
committees: Academic Calendar, 
Admission Policy, Curriculum, Aca­
demic Rules, Minority Groups, 
Grading and Examining Process, 
Library and Long Range Planning. 
Next year the elections will involve 
first and second year students only. 
RED MASS 
(Continued from Page 1, Column 5) 
To be content to be solitary, not 
to long for worldly company but 
utterly to cast off the world and 
rid my mind of the business 
thereof." 
Following the Mass, many of those 
in attendance returned to the Law 
School for a reception and buffet 
dinner held in Garey Hall. 
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Professor Shralow 
orner 
b y  JOE VAN HORN 
Professor M. Melvin Shralow 
served as Treasurer of the Shapp 
for Governor Committee in the re­
cent state election. Describing his 
activities as largely administrative, 
Professor Shralow explained that 
this committee was primarily re­
sponsible for receiving and dispurs-
ing campaign funds. 
The 1970 campaign was Profes­
sor Shralow's first involvement in 
the world of politics. He first be­
came familiar with campaign prac­
tices, in the Spring of 1969, when 
he was chairman of the Philadel­
phia Bar Association's subcommit­
tee formed to study the Pennsylva­
nia Election Laws. (Title 25 of 
Purdon's Pennsylvania Statutes) 
PROFESSOR SHRALOW 
Thus introduced to the concepts 
and workings of the election laws, 
he was well able to serve as Treas­
urer for the campaign of Governor-
elect Shapp. But as Professor 
Shralow explained, it was a more 
personal decision than that. He 
found a candidal;^ he liked and in 
whose ability and motives he be­
lieved. Someone he felt was willing 
to work for Pennsylvania. 
Professor Shralow has been in­
terested in politics for a long time, 
as a field co-ordinate to law and 
government. His interest is not in 
politics itself but in the working of 
the electoral system. It is this 
system which is ultimately respon­
sible for the selection of the draft­
ers of the law and from the aspect 
of understanding this system and 
its functioning one can understand 
the law and how it is to be in-
terpteted. The explanation of the 
sources of law is a natural product 
of politics. 
About the campaign itself. Pro­
fessor Shralow had several obser­
vations. The first was that Milton 
Shapp was his own campaign man­
ager. What was conveyed to the 
public and the voters in general 
were Milton Shapp's own decisions, 
his own opinion and in his own 
words. Professor Shralow noted 
that the campaign tended to blur 
rather than clarify the issues be­
fore the voters and in spite of this, 
Milton Shapp won his election. For 
Shapp had continuously spoken out 
on issues since his 1966 campaign 
and the voters knew where he stood 
on government reform, consumer 
protection and the Penn Central 
Railroad to name a few. 
Secondly, the Shapp campaign 
was a young organization. Those 
with staff responsibilities tended to 
be young, under 30, from very di­
verse backgrounds and some quite 
serious about a career in politics. 
These were professional campaign 
workers continuously active at the 
grass route level of politics during 
the interim period between elec­
tions. 
Professor Shralow's most satis­
fying experience in the campaign 
was his impression that this was 
one campaign that observed and 
lived by the election code. From 
his 1969 study of the election code 
Professor Shralow was well pre­
pared to function as Campaign 
Treasurer which is a statutory of­
fice. He was very satisfied that the 
campaign adhered closely to the 
statute and was ultimately suc­
cessful. 
Professor Shralow was very for­
tunate and had a rare opportunity 
to see politics work. Although dis­
claiming any future aspirations in 
politics, there is no doubt that he 
will continue his interest in this 
area. As he observed, it is impor­
tant for the Law School to be in 
touch with the world and its prob­
lems, to relate society to the class­
room and to be aware of the prob­
lems about us. Advising others 
about politics, Professor Shralow 
recommends The 'Principled Man' 
approach—be selective in your in­
volvement, be sensitive to changes 
and work for them. 
Professor Shralow joined the 
Law School faculty in 1969. A 
graduate of the University of Penn­
sylvania and Harvard Law School, 
he currently teaches Evidence, Trial 
Practice, and Civil Procedure. 
Hughes-White Law Club recently held its second annual outing at the Liberty Bell Race Track. The winner 
of the Hughes-White Law Club of Villanova Pace is shown with officers and members of the club. 
SBA HEPDRT 
Student Opinion Sought Through Questionnaire 
b y  Russ SMITH 
As described in the October, 1970, 
edition of THE DOCKET, the SBA is 
concentrating a large part of its 
efforts and work in the area of aca­
demics. A significant attempt is 
being made to examine some of the 
traditional forms of legal education 
as they now exist at Villanova, in 
the hope that some progress can be 
made toward their improvement 
and reform. 
The first step in implementing 
this program of development will 
be to measure and quantify student 
attitudes on the system as it now 
operates. To achieve this imnledi-
ate objective, the SBA is conduct­
ing a survey of the student body. 
A questionnaire has been distrib­
uted in the hope of ascertaining 
some standards and views through 
which concrete proposals can be 
made. 
The questionnaire is the product 
of a combined effort by SBA mem­
bers Buzz Shuman, Dennis Ward, 
and Joe McGill. Joe is one of the 
newly-elected representatives from 
the class of 1973. It was approved 
by the Executive Committee at a 
special meeting, after a seemingly 
endless debate over the form and 
content of some of the questions 
written into the original draft. The 
setting of this special meeting was 
reminiscent of the jury room scenes 
from "Twelve Angry Men". 
In the form in which it was dis­
tributed to the students, the ques­
tionnaire contained inquiries relat­
ing to a number of sensitive and 
critical aspects of the educational 
process, most of which have 
achieved the status of institutions. 
Specifically, the students were 
asked to demonstrate their views 
on the desirability of having a fac­
ulty and course evaluation system, 
the propriety of implementing a 
pass-fail grading system and the 
elimination of class rank, particu­
larly in light of the hiring practices 
of some law firms. The need for 
a complete honor system in the 
conduct of examinations is also at 
issue. 
It is hoped that when statistics 
are compiled, the SBA will have the 
necessary instruments and data for 
opening communications with stu­
dents and the Administration on 
suggested revisions and innova­
tions. 
Elsewhere on the SBA scene, the 
Forum Committee is still without a 
feature speaker, although it ap­
pears to be very close to finalizing 
negotiations with former Supreme 
Court Associate Justice Abe Fortas. 
Dutch Edelmayer reports that the 
Social Committee is in the process 
of analyzing the results of its 
previously circulated student ques­
tionnaire concerning a spring social 
event. 
The Academic Committee is spon­
soring a forum on course election 
for second and third year students, 
in response to a faculty suggestion 
that the cursory descriptions con­
tained in the catalogue are not suf­
ficient for a student to appraise the 
relative merits of the numerous 
electives offered. 
Under consideration by the Com­
mittee is a suggestion to the Cur­
riculum Committee that the elec­
tives in criminal law be redistrib­
uted so that an equal number be 
offered in both semesters. At pres­
ent there are five courses being 
taught which relate to the field of 
criminal law, only one of which is 
offered in second semester. 
BAR RESULTS (Continued from Page 1, Columns 3 and Jt) 
Law Schoo! and Number Number Number Percentaere 
Other Classification Examined Failed Passed Passed 
TEMPLE 83 12 71 85.54 
First-timers 75 7 68 90.67 
Repeaters 6 1 5 83.33 
VILLANOVA 81 8 73 90.12 
First-timers 6 1 5 83.33 
Repeaters .... 
HARVARD 6 1 5 83.33 
First-timers 100 20 80 80.00 
Repeaters 26 17 9 34.62 
OTHER 
LAW SCHOOLS 126 37 89 70.63 
First-timers 15 3 12 80.00 
Repeaters 3 2 1 33.33 
ATTORNEYS ATTORNEYS 
OTHER STATES 18 5 13 72.22 
First-timers 1 1 100.00 
Repeaters 2 2 .... 
COMBINED — — 
LAW SCHOOL 
AND CLERKSHIP 3 2 1 33.33 
First-timers 551 77 474 86.03 
Repeaters 54 30 24 44.44 
TOTAL 605 107 498 82.31 
; The New Jersey Bar Journal of November 5, 1970, reported that 
every first-time applicant (9) from Villanova that took that state's 
Summer Bar Examination also passed. 
CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES 
IN BID TO OVERCOME PREVI­
OUS DELAYS. 
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Working Within The 
System Far Change 
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Curriculum Expanded To 
Meet Student Needs 
Students as a class possess more 
energy, idealism, resources and re­
sourcefulness than any other iden­
tifiable societal segment. Yet they 
find that their values are not re­
flected in the society in which they 
live. They protest and demonstrate, 
but the student movement, by defi­
nition, is cyclical—it always dis­
solves during the summers and at 
exam time—and lacks the expertise 
which would allow it to focus on 
any specific problem in an effective 
way (demonstrations on the court­
house steps have shown themselves 
to be notably lacking in influence 
on the ultimate decision in a given 
case). Not surprisingly, this mode 
of activity has effected no impor­
tant social change. 
If students (or any other identi­
fiable interest group) are to make 
their collective voice heard where 
it counts, a change of tactics is 
clearly required. The Public Inter­
est Research Group, sponsored by 
Ralph Nader, is suggesting at com-
puses across the country that an 
exciting new concept be imple­
mented. This idea manifests the 
obvious resolution of the inade-
quasies in the student movement— 
the hiring of full-time profession­
ally skilled persons to press stu­
dent interests in the courts, the 
legislatures, and elsewhere. Basic­
ally, the scheme uses highly skilled 
lawyers and other professionals, 
such as engineers and ecologists, 
on the side of the environmentalist 
and the consumer needful of pro­
tection. 
To employ the term "adversary 
system" as descriptive of the status 
quo in environmental protection, 
for example, where the day-to-day 
confrontation is between Wall 
Street lawyers and little old ladies 
in tennis shoes, is folly indeed. In­
dustries are now operating in a 
vacuum. They are regulated by 
agencies composed largely of col­
leagues on sabbatical from their 
corporate jobs or civil servants 
waiting for an offer from industry. 
The public is unrepresented in the 
circles where policy is made. The 
student-sponsored public interest 
firm, however, can alter that im­
balance. It can inject into decision­
making the consideration which is 
so obviously absent—it can require 
that the social cost of investment 
be treated as the crucial factor 
it is. 
The critical mass required in any 
such firm, if it is to have impact, 
is 10-15 members—six to eight law­
yers combined with a balance of 
ecologists, engineers, social scien­
tists and others. The funding 
needed is $150,000 to $300,000 per 
year. There are about eight million 
college students in the U. S.—by 
taxing themselves only $2 per se­
mester (a minimau increment over 
their present payment of tuition 
and fees), $32 million could be gen­
erated. This is enough money, at 
a nominal cost to each student, to 
establish more than 100 groups of 
public interest professionals. The 
possibility of making the adversary 
system a reality is therefore clearly 
before us. 
Students in Oregon are now en­
gaged in a campaign to set up 
their version of this concept. With­
in the month, referenda will be 
held at Portland State University, 
University of Oregon, Oregon State 
University, Lewis & Clark, and 
Willamette. Organizations dedi­
cated to the holding of similar ref­
erenda are now working at Oregon 
Technical Institute and many other 
smaller schools. By voting in favor 
of the proposition on these cam­
puses, the students will be volun­
tarily increasing their incidental 
fees by $1 per student per quarter. 
They will be dictating that this 
money be turned over to a student-
elected and -controlled board whose 
job it will be to hire and direct the 
full-time professionals. All avail­
able indications are that the propo­
sitions will pass overwhelmingly at 
schools with a composite popula­
tion of well over 50,000—yielding 
on a three-quarter/year basis, at 
least $150,000 with which the 
group called the Oregon Public In­
terest Group (OPIRG) will be 
funded. 
Clearly, the measure, even if 
passed at all the schools in the 
state, must be approved by the 
State Board of Higher Education. 
It seems unlikely, though, that the 
Board would deny students this 
opportunity to work within the 
system for change. The very 
essence of the proposal is one of 
rationality. The students of Ore­
gon will be asking for what they 
learned in civics class was their 
right—asking for an effective voice 
in the councils of government—the 
same voice that industries and 
other special interest groups alone 
now have. 
Oregon seems destined to be the 
first state in which this effort will 
bear tangible fruit. However, 
Washington, Minnesota, Georgia, 
California, Colorado and Connecti­
cut each have small groups work­
ing toward a similar goal. The 
realization is there that this 
scheme presents an eminently via­
ble method which can be employed 
to achieve the kinds of long-range 
broad social reforms students see 
as so desperately needed. Com­
bined with the advent of the 18-
year-old vote, success seems inev­
itable. 
N O T I C E  
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WHAT IS 
DISC? 
by TOM STANTON 
DISC is a billon dollar program 
currently under consideration by 
Congress as a part of the 1970 
Trade Bill. One billion dollars is 
more than five times what we spend 
on the entire federal judicial sys­
tem. President Nixon vetoed the 
1970 education bill because, in his 
view, it was $453 million too much. 
DISC will cost twice as much. As 
Ralph Nader wrote to Senator 
Long of the Finance Committee 
recently, DISC is a billion dollar 
boondoggle. 
Yet almost no one in the general 
public knows about DISC. It shows, 
once again, that if powerful indus­
try interests are able to mask their 
intentions in the complex language 
of a tax proposal, they can raid the 
U.S. Treasury with impunity. 
The DISC proposal is designed 
to improve our balance of payments 
by virtually exempting U.S. ex­
porters from U.S. taxation. Tax-
wise, companies will be invited to 
set up dummy corporations, called 
Domestic International Sales Cor­
porations (DISCs), to receive their 
foreign sales income. These shell 
corporations will not be subject to 
tax as long as they fulfill a multi­
tude of technical requirements. A 
DISC'S accumulated untaxed profits 
can then be placed at the disposal 
of the parent company by means 
of intra-company "loans" at low 
interest rates. 
Currently, the United States an­
nually exports $36.5 billion of 
goods. Even the Treasury Depart­
ment, an active proponent of DISC, 
concedes that the proposal will in­
crease exports by only a billion or 
billion and a half dollars. This 
means that 96% of DISC's benefits 
will be spent as a tax windfall for 
current exports, with only 4% di­
rectly applicable to new exports. 
DISC is designed so that exporters 
will receive huge subsidies without 
being required to increase exports 
at all. 
The inefficiency of DISC as a tax 
incentive has aroused the concern 
of professional officials of the 
Treasury Department as well as the 
staff of the Congressional Joint Tax 
Committee. In a confidential re­
port, the Tax Committee staff noted 
that the optimistic Treasury fig­
ures for the DISC proposal had no 
strong foundation. The staff found 
that the American taxpayer might 
actually be granting to exporters 
a subsidy of $2 for each dollar of 
new export sales which can be 
expected! 
The growth in the physical facil­
ities of the Law School is being 
equalled by the increase in the va­
riety and number of the courses and 
seminars presently offered to the 
student. This reorganization and 
expansion of the curriculum has 
been undertaken to enable the stu­
dent to exercise a greater choice, 
now and in the future, in his 
chosen area of interest, than ever 
before at the Law School. The 
School realizes that the curriculum 
should be as relevant as possible to 
the world of actual practice in 
which the student will find himself 
after graduation. 
Professional Responsibility, for-
morely an elective offered to sec­
ond and third year students, has 
been made a mandatory part of the 
spring semester for the first year 
classes. It replaces Development 
of Law and Legal Institutions and 
is aimed at exposing the student to 
the standards of professional con­
duct and ethical responsibility that 
will be his guide in the practice of 
law. Professor Collins is expected 
to offer this course. 
Perhaps the most dramatic addi­
tion to the courses offered this year 
is the Clinical Program in Juvenile 
Justice. As its title suggests, third 
year students are allowed to en­
gage in actual practice, represent­
ing juvenile indigents in the courts 
of Philadelphia and Delaware. The 
program is under the direction of 
Mrs. Lisa Richette and Mr. Jerome 
Bogutz and it maintains its own 
law firm entitled Villanova Univer­
sity Law Associates. The future of 
clinical education at the Law School 
depends on the number of students 
who elect this course second se­
mester. 
Products and the Consumer is a 
new elective course offered by a 
new professor at the Law School, 
Walter J. Taggart. In this course 
the student is involved in the study 
of judicial remedies available to 
those who have been injured by 
defective goods offered on the mar­
ket. The student is also involved 
in the study of plans by Federal 
Agencies for preventing dangerous 
products from reaching the public. 
The electives in the property field 
have undergone the- most drastic 
reorganization. Property II is con­
cerned with the areas of property 
transfers, wills, trusts and their 
administration. Property III deals 
mainly with the concepts of estate 
planning. This consolidation of the 
former elective property courses is 
aimed at giving the student a more 
integrated view of the property 
field. 
At the beginning of each semes­
ter a number of new seminars are 
offered to the student depending 
upon interest shown therein. Begin­
ning with the Class of 1972 each 
student must take at least one 
seminar in either his second or 
third year. It is the belief of many 
at the Law School that the type of 
personal attention and supervision 
available to the student in courses 
of this type is the only true method 
of legal education. 
Law and Pollution Control was 
offered this semester by Dean 
Bruch. It is aimed at familiarizing 
the student with methods of pre­
serving our environment and recent 
or impending Federal Legislation in 
this area. Specific state and metro­
politan area problems and pro­
jected solutions serve as the work­
ing material for this seminar. 
Some of the other seminars ex­
pected to be offered this year are 
Collective Bargaining in Public Em­
ployment and Federal Complex, 
Multi-district and Test Case Liti­
gation. The former will be taught 
by Professor Giannella and will 
deal with such problems as strikes 
of public servants—e.g. teachers, 
police, etc. The latter will be taught 
by Professor Taggart and will deal 
with the procedures available under 
the Federal rules for handling 
highly technical litigation. 
These and other courses at the -
Law School emphasize the need for 
students to become involved in cur­
rent issues and questions early in 
their career. The School has a duty 
to help prepare the student to be­
come the best lawyer possible by 
offering him the best courses pos­
sible. These curriculum renovations 
and recent student and Student 
Bar Association proposals and sug­
gestions all point toward the ac­
complishment of these goals. 
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Intramural Football Closes — 
Hugh es-White League Champs 
I.C.C. Report by CHARLIE TIGHE and GREG POLISCHUK 
A View Of Open Field Play 
RUGGERS COMPLETE 
SUCCESSFUL SEASON 
hy BILL GORMELY 
"Outlined against a blue-gray 
October sky the 'Four Horsemen' 
rode again. In law school lore they 
were known as Shepardizing, 
Briefs, Examinations, and Moot 
Court, but these are only aliases for 
Fitzpatrick, Fagan, Tamulonis and 
Paul." This was the first line of a 
New York Times sports editorial. 
The article dealt with the devastat­
ing display that was turned in by 
the Villanova Law School Rugby 
Team's running backs in a game 
which had at stake the Professional 
School Championship of the United 
States. The combination amassed 
a total of 1800 yards rushing in 
route to the championship through 
a bitterly contested 6-3 win over 
the Hahnemann-Jefferson Medical 
Schools. •, , . . 
A great backfield like the 'Horse­
men' is not created overnight. They 
have practiced together for at least 
three hours a day for the last five 
months. Due to the fact that they 
have been busy with their law 
school responsibilities these work­
outs have been conducted in the 
evenings at the very spacious 
Kelly's Health Club on Lancaster 
Pike. 
All the credit for the team's as­
cendency cannot be given to the 
multi-talented quartet. There is, 
for example, defensive specialist 
Mike "Crash" Kane, one of the 
greatest open field tacklers in the 
game. Mike credits the agility 
drills devised by John Nyhan as the 
reason for his success. 
At halftime of the H-J game both 
the players and the standing room 
only crowd took time out to honor 
Tom Ziomek. The proceedings that 
followed were reminiscent of Lou 
Gehrig Day at Yankee Stadium. 
Former greats, from past Villanova 
teams such as Tom Traud and old 
reliable Carlton Buchholz were 
there to honor one of the great 
gentlemen of the game. Telegrams 
from all over the country and the 
world poured in to acknowledge 
Tom's great athletic and humani­
tarian qualities. It was indeed re­
freshing in these days of confused 
moral standards to see a man of 
Tom's character honored. 
The most touching moment for 
the huge throng was Tom's show 
of appreciation to the people who 
had taken time out to honor him. 
He sang some original rugby bal­
lads which left this humble reporter 
weeping. It was the inspiration of 
Tom's presentation that gave the 
team the little extra incentive they 
needed to win. 
This inspirational lift was most 
apparent in A1 "Hooker" Lieber-
man, who played most of the sec­
ond half with a fractured kneecap. 
A1 refused to be removed from the 
game even when his knee became 
swollen to. the size^jof a balloon. 
He (merely) took a two minute 
time out and used a broken bottle 
on the sidelines to cut the knee and 
allow it to drain. 
Following the game, entertain­
ment was provided by the Crosswell 
Choral and Nick Paulo, who per­
formed many of his million sellers. 
On a more serious note, a farewell 
toast was given to Frank Tamu­
lonis who, due to circumstances be­
yond his control, will be away from 
the Law School community for a 
few months. 
Just recently. General Manager 
William Valente made an an­
nouncement of importance to the 
followers of the team. It seems 
that Professor Dowd has become 
heavily burdened with responsibil­
ities and this has necessitated the 
naming of an assistant coach to 
help work with the scrub members 
of the team. The man chosen for 
this position was Lt. Col. John 
Toland, U.S.M.C., retired. 
Professor Dowd, as president of 
the Worldwide Coaches Association, 
has been very active on the speak­
ing circuit. His most recent en­
gagement was at the Red Square 
in Moscow, where he presented the 
theory that rugby was invented by 
Ghengis Khan. To say the least, 
The Inter-Club-Council again this 
year sponsored an intramural foot­
ball league with the four law clubs 
plus the Law Review entering 
teams. The games were all played 
on the Seminary Field with the 
gracious consent of our brothers 
across the road. The League's ad­
ministration was in the capable 
hands of Commissioner Greg Polis­
chuk and his staff of seven dwarfs. 
Greg also doubles as president of 
the I.C.C. and quarterback for the 
second-ranked Cardozo-Ives 'A' 
team. 
With the completion of league 
play, the final standings show 
Hughes-White 'A' as this year's 
champs with a perfect 6-0 record. 
Cardozo-Ives 'A' and Warren-Stern 
'A' finished the season in a dead­
lock for second place with 5-1 rec­
ords with Cardozo-Ives 'B' two 
games back in third place with a 
3-3 mark. Hughes-White 'B' and 
Law Review finished with identical 
2-4 marks in a tie for fourth and 
Taney-More and Warren-Stern 'B' 
both finished the season in last 
place. 
This year's champs, Hughes-
White 'A', captured the champion­
ship by defeating previously unde­
feated Warren-Stern 'A' in the final 
game of the season. Hughes-White 
owes much of their success to a 
very strong defense that yielded 
but a scant eighteen points for the 
entire season. This unit was led by 
the unrelenting pass rushes of 'Ter­
rible' Jack Spall whose performance 
this year has only reinforced ru­
mors that he is a direct descendant 
of Attila the Hun. The prolific of­
fense, which scored a league-lead­
ing 109 points, was guided by quar­
terback Don Grasso, one of the 
league's better passers, and receiver 
John Solis-Cohen, who also played 
in the secondary. Also of great im­
portance to Hughes-White's me­
teoric rise to the top was the ver­
satile play of center-quarterback-
anything else. Bill Cramer. These 
factors taken together resulted in 
an undefeated season and a well 
deserved championship. 
Cardozo-Ives 'A' finished the sea­
son with only one loss. But since 
this came at the hands of Hughes-
White 'A', it served to cast them in 
the unfamiliar role of runner-up. 
Cardozo had an outstanding defense 
led by the Thunderous Threesome 
of Bill Gormely, Bill Croswell, and 
Bob Mahoney. These people ha­
rassed opposing quarterbacks into 
numerous mistakes with a pass 
rush rivaled only by the Fearsome 
Foursome, Purple People Eaters 
and the Mount Carmel Red Tor­
nadoes. Quarterback Grek Polis-
chuk's adept play calling and sharp 
passing accounted for 80 points in 
the team's five wins. After his re­
turn from the injured-reserved list, 
Frank Tamulonis once again estab­
lished himself as one of the league's 
top receivers. Perhaps one of the 
reasons for Cardozo's failure to re­
peat as team champs was a sea­
son-ending knee injury to Bob 
Mahoney in a game against 
Hughes-White 'B'. But, according 
to linebacker-coach-ambulance driver 
Charles Fitzpatrick, Bob was very 
ably replaced by offensive star 
historians all over the world were 
shocked by his discovery. 
There are many events that will 
be coming up on the rugby calen­
dar. For example, the First Annual 
Rugby Review will be staged in 
which members of the student body 
will display their various talents. 
Also, plans are being formulated 
for the rugby tour of England and 
Ireland that will take place this 
coming summer. The tour was the 
idea of Alan Lieberman, who has, 
for the past two years, longed to 
go across the sea to Ireland. 
Frank Tamulonis. 
Warren-Stern 'A' also finished 
the season with only one loss which 
served to snap a string of twelve 
straight regular season victories 
over the last two seasons. The 
only other time this team tasted 
defeat was in last year's play-offs. 
Warren-Stern also possessed a fine 
defense yielding only 33 points in 
their five wins, 20 of which came 
in the final game against Hughes-
White 'A'. This game was the cli­
mactic show-down for the league 
championship. This unit was led by 
middle linebacker A1 Salpeter and 
the strong pass rushes of Bill (Mad 
Dog) Johnson. On offense. Glen 
Zietz was one of the league's best 
quarterbacks and he was greatly 
aided by the fleet footed, high 
stepping, scintillating, and sticky 
fingered (Howard Cosell eat your 
heart out) George Brady. Warren-
Stern was in the race right down 
to the wire but was bested by 
Hughes-White 'A' 20-0 in the de­
ciding contest. This game, high­
lighted by a torrential down pour 
and a sea of mud, did not really 
serve to show Warren-Stern's true 
ability. 
The Law Review again fielded a 
team this year, dispelling all ru­
mors that the strange noises emi-
nating from 'The Stacks' aren't 
really made by people. The team 
finished the season 2-4 and played 
well even though they were few in 
number. Most of its players had to 
go both ways and they spent all 
season playing dial-a-quarterback. 
Bob Trainor succeeded the irrepres-
sable Barry Fienberg at QB for the 
latter part of the season and did a 
credible job. The offense was also 
led by receiver Dick McBride. On 
defense, Tom Hendershot paced an 
enthusiastic unit. The Review had 
only one problem. They spent each 
week strolling the halls recruiting 
in a desperate attempt to find seven 
warm bodies. Those big Philadel­
phia firms were, unfortunately, 
often better bird dogs. 
Hughes-White 'B' and Cardozo-
Ives 'B' find themselves in the 
lamentable position of having 
played well but receiving very lit­
tle in the way of reward for their 
efforts. Cardozo 'B' quarterback 
Dick Nuffert had fine receivers to 
throw to and did a good job of di­
recting the offense but the team 
finished only at 3-3. The agile de­
fensive play of Harry Knaflec for 
Cardozo 'B' is also of note. 
For Hughes-White 'B' it is much 
the same story with Alan Abrams, 
Danny Murtaugh, and Louis Pow-
lett playing consistently well. The 
team played well but consistently 
finished second in points scored in 
their games. Both Cardozo 'B' and 
Hughes-White 'B' will have to be 
reckoned with next season however. 
Taney-More, led by Bill Yoder 
and Charles Weiss, seemed to fall 
victim of some strange curse. They 
played well and hit hard but con­
sistently lost, often by large scores. 
Perhaps when Jerry Williams finds 
the cure for this syndrome affecting 
a certain local professional team 
he will send us the formula and all 
future Taney-More players will be 
inoculated. 
While on the subject of malfunc­
tions, we must pay particular notice 
to Warren-Stern 'B'. They ended 
the season winless and somehow 
managed to be outscored at a better 
than seventeen to one clip. This in 
itself is a monumental achievement 
bringing to mind the remark: 
"Never have so few given so 
much . . In recognition of this 
feat, Joe McGill, Chuck Snyderman, 
and the rest of the team will re­
ceive the first annual "We May 
Not Play Very Well But We Show 
UP Every Week" Award. Accom­
panying this is a seven game sched­
ule against St. Agnes' Home for 
the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind for next 
season. 
With the football season ended 
and exam time upon us, plans are 
already in progress to extend the 
intramural basketball league which 
will begin early next semester. 
These programs along with other 
ideas and suggestions from inter­
ested students are the topics for 
discussion at the weekly I.C.C. Ex­
ecutive Committee meeting. 
At one of these recent meetings, 
a petition to propose an amend­
ment to the I.C.C. Constitution was 
introduced. The petition, signed by 
the required 10% of each law club's 
membership, stated that, "There 
are five law clubs, each of whose 
membership should consist of a rep­
resentative portion of the student 
body". 
It was proposed to replace Ar­
ticle 4, Section 1 of the Constitution 
which reads as follows: "There 
shall be four law clubs each of 
whose membership shall consist of 
approximately one fourth (%) of 
each class enrollment when it en­
ters the Law School". After the 
standard procedure of posting the 
proposed amendment for five days, 
the individual clubs held their 
meetings. At this time, a represen­
tative of the petitioners explained 
their view and reasons for propos­
ing a fifth law club to the existing 
clubs. The fifth law club would be 
devoted to the academic and social 
needs of the black students. The 
amendment was duly put to a vote 
and the proposal was defeated by a 
club vote of three to one. This in 
turn resulted in an independent 
organization of the black students 
on which you will read more about 
in the next edition of this paper. 
The I.C.C. party held on October 
3 was the initial social function of 
the year. Although attendance was 
poor (considering it was free to all 
club members), all who attended 
had a good time. The Warren-
Stern and Hughes-White coclitail 
party which followed the Holy 
Cross-Villanova football game was 
also a great success. 
The highlight of the I.C.C. Social 
calendar was the annual dance held 
at the George Washington Motor 
Lodge on November 14, 1970. Prior 
to dancing and drinking to the 
music of the "Rhondells" at the 
Lodge, cocktails were served in the 
Garey Hall student lounge. In at­
tendance were the Vice-Dean and 
Professors Lurie and Dobbyn and 
this gave the students a chance to 
converse with them in a more re­
laxed and social atmosphere. All 
had a most enjoyable evening. 
The Art Of The Rugby Scrum 
Game Continues Despite Weather 
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! ALUMNI BRIEFS 
! Current Developments 
Class of 1956 
Joseph R. Glancey, is a Philadel­
phia resident and has honorably 
maintained his position as Presi­
dent Judge of the Philadelphia 
Municipal Court. 
John J. Lister and his wife have 
become the proud parents of John, 
Jr., born October 17, 1970. This is 
their sixth child. Mr. Lister is 
Assistant Vice-President with 
Marsh & McLennan, Inc., of Phila­
delphia. 
Class of 1957 
Leonard Myers, a practicing at­
torney in Norristown, Pa., is a di­
rector of the Montgomery County 
Heart Association, and is on the 
Board of Directors of Riverview 
Hospital in Norristown. Mr. Myers 
was recently elected one of the 
'Outstanding Young Man of Amer­
ica' by the United States Jaycees. 
John J. Collins is a resident of 
Arlington, Virginia, and is with the 
Washington, D.C. firm of Glassie, 
Penett, Beebe & Shanks. Mr. Col­
lins' efforts are primarily directed 
at real estate transactions. 
Class of 1958 
Edward G. Mekel is a self prac­
titioner in Philadelphia and also 
assumes the role of Deputy City 
Commissioner of Philadelphia. Mr. 
Mekel is married and has three 
children. 
John P. Lavelle is practicing in 
Lehighton, Pa., with the firm of 
Shutack, Lavelle and Lavelle. His 
practice is a general one with par­
ticular emphasis on trial work in 
the negligence field and eminent 
domain area. 
N. John Casanave resides in Al-
toona. Pa., where he is Attorney for 
the City of Altoona. His work en­
compasses all forms of municipal 
law and he is presently handling 
several suits involving rate making. 
Mr. Casanave was the former Ex­
ecutive Director for the Redevelop­
ment Authority of Altoona. 
Thomas P. Kennedy is with the 
Office of the Auditor General of 
Pennsylvania where he represents 
that office on the State Board of 
Finance & Revenue. Mr. Kennedy 
is the former Chief Public De­
fender of Lackawanna County. 
Francis Connors is with the firm 
of Levis, Connors and Swanick of 
Media, Pa. Mr. Connors is also 
Assistant Solicitor for Delaware 
County. He is married and has five 
children. 
Class of 1959 
Vincent Haley is with the Phila­
delphia firm of Schnader, Harrison, 
Segal & Lewis. He is also a lec­
turer in the Pennsylvania Bar In­
stitute's program on secured trans­
actions under the Uniform Com­
mercial Code. Mr. Haley is cur­
rently serving as Secretary of 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center of 
Southeastern Pa. 
Gerald R. Stockman is a partner 
in the firm of Dietrich & Stockman 
of Trenton, N. J. He is senior trial 
lawyer for the firm whose work 
primarily consists of negligence liti­
gation. In addition, Mr. Stockman 
teaches Trial Practice at the Rut­
gers Institute of Continuing Legal 
Education. 
Edward J. Carney, Jr. is a part­
ner in the Media firm of Fronefield, 
DeFuria and Petrikin. His energies 
are primarily exerted in the area 
of negligence defense litigation. Mr. 
Carney, his wife and three children 
are residents of Wayne, Pa. 
Francis X. Cianci is a resident of 
Norristown and is employed by All­
state Insurance Company as a Dis­
trict Claims Manager. He is in 
charge of all claims and court liti­
gation in Philadelphia and Bucks 
County involving Allstate. 
Class of 1960 
Frank E. Gilbert is affiliated with 
the firm of Morgan, Lewis and 
Bockius of Philadelphia. He has 
just been appointed a member of 
the Cardinal's Commission on Hu­
man Relations of the Philadelphia 
Archdiocise. Mr. Gilbert is married 
and has one child. 
John G. Hall and his wife have 
become the proud parents of their 
second daughter, Mary Elizabeth, 
born September 1, 1970. In addi­
tion, the Hall's have four sons 
which brings the total to six. Mr. 
Hall is with the firm of Fach, Sipp 
and Hall of Staten Island, New 
York. 
John H. Doran is a partner in the 
firm of Flanagan, Doran, Biscontini 
and Shaffer of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
His firm represented Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph Kopechne in the legal ac­
tions which resulted from the death 
of their daughter while a passenger 
in the vehicle of Senator Edward 
Kennedy. Mr. Doran is married 
and has two children. 
Class of 1961 
Gerald F. Glackin is with the firm 
of Brunner, Conver & Glackin who 
maintain offices in Norristown and 
Lansdale, Pa. The firm is involved 
in a general practice. Presently, 
Mr. Glackin is on the Board of Di­
rectors of the North Penn Chamber 
of Commerce, and is also Secretary 
of the North Penn United Fund. 
Edward Murphy is with the firm 
of Jones & Wilson of Los Angeles, 
California. Mr. Murphy, after hav­
ing practiced in Pennsylvania, 
joined this five man firm in Febru­
ary, 1970. He is engaged in the liti­
gation of malpractice cases, repre­
senting defendant attorneys and 
architects. Moreover, Mr. Murphy 
is quite involved in entertainment 
law, particularly copyright in­
fringements. 
Bernard J. McLafferty is a sole 
practitioner in Norristown, Pa. On 
April 25, 1970 he and his wife be­
came the proud parents of their 
fourth child, Jean Anne. 
ALUMNI DIRECTORY 
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I 
Norman J. Shachoy is a partner 
in the Boston firm of Bingham, 
Dana & Gould whose efforts are 
directed toward financing and gen­
eral corporate law. Mr. Shachoy is 
a member of the Board of Con-
suitors to Villanova Law School. 
Joseph J. Lombardo and his wife 
are residents of Lancaster, Pa. On 
January 1, 1970, Mr. Lombardo and 
Mr. Wayne G. Hummer formed the 
firm of Lombardo & Hummer whose 
offices are located in Lancaster. 
They have a general practice. 
Class of 1962 
Michael J. Pepe, Jr., a sole prac­
titioner in Philadelphia, and his 
wife announced the birth of their 
second child, Christopher Mark, on 
July 3, 1970. 
John B. Taulane, Jr. is a partner 
in the Philadelphia firm of Gil-
fillian, Gilpin and Brehman. This 
is a general practice with the major 
part of work being commercial real 
estate. In addition, Mr. Taulane is 
also the Law Clerk for the Honor­
able Vincent A. Carroll, President 
Judge of the Common Pleas Court. 
Joseph G. Skelly is with the firm 
of Ball and Skelly located in Har-
risburg. Pa. On October 13, 1970 
Mr. and Mrs. Skelly became the 
proud parents of their second 
daughter, Meghan Maureen. 
Thomas S. Forkin, in January of 
this year, became a partner in the 
firm of Brown, Connery, Kulp, 
Wille, Purnell & Greene of Cherry 
Hill, New Jersey. Mr. Forkin also 
teaches the New Jersey Practice 
Course at Villanova as well as the 
Skills & Methods Course at Rutgers 
Law School. 
Edward C. McCardle announced 
in May, 1970, the formation of the 
firm of King and McCardle in 
Allentown, Pa. The firm deals in 
a general practice. Mr. McCardle 
is married and has three children. 
Class of 1963 
James N. Cahill is a partner in 
the firm of Smith, Leasure, Gow & 
Cahill of Endicott, N. Y. He is 
responsible for the litigation and 
municipal corporation work of the 
firm. Moreover, on July 23, 1970, 
Mr. and Mrs. Cahill became the 
very proud parents of their first 
child, Peter. 
Michael A. Davis, in June, 1970, 
left the law firm of William L. 
Goldman, Doylestown, Pa., and 
joined the law firm of Sobol and 
Sobol of Denver, Colorado. Mr. 
Davis is married and has two chil­
dren. 
Gerald P. Lally is with the firm 
of Dickson and Creighton located 
in Hoboken, N. J. Mr. Lally is the 
past president of the Hoboken Bar 
Association and is presently coun­
sel for the Community Action 
Council of Jersey City. 
Thomas F. Caffrey announced 
the establishment of the firm of 
Reardon and Caffrey on January 2, 
1970. The firm is located in Lawr­
ence, Massachusetts and will main­
tain a general practice. 
Matthew F. McHugh is presently 
District Attorney for Tompkins 
County, N. Y. Mr. McHugh was 
elected to that position in 1968, and 
was the first Democratic candidate 
ever to be elected to county office. 
Mr. McHugh, his wife and three 
daughters reside in Ithaca, N. Y. 
Class of 1964 
Esther R. Sylvester is associated 
with the District Attorney's Office 
of the City of Philadelphia. Since 
February, Miss Sylvester has been 
an Assistant District Attorney as­
signed to the special investigating 
grand jury. Presently she is work­
ing on the trial of major felonies. 
John J. LaFalce is with the Buf­
falo, N. Y., firm of Jaeckle, Fleisch-
mann, Kelly, Swart and Augspurger. 
Mr. La Falce, in the recent elec­
tions, campaigned as the Demo­
cratic candidate for State Senate 
from the 53rd District. Mr. LaFalce 
was supported by the major Buf­
falo newspapers in his election bid. 
This traditionally had been a Re­
publican area. 
Class of 1965 
Stephen H. Serota is presently 
with the Philadelphia firm of Lorch, 
Ryan, Peruto and Vitullo. Prior 
to this he had been with the Phila­
delphia District Attorney's Office 
for three years. Mr. & Mrs. Serota 
became the proud parents of Alyson 
Marie, born October 9, 1970. 
Thomas W. Keegan is a self prac-
tioner in Albany, New York. In 
addition, Mr. Keegan is an Assist­
ant Corporate Counsel for the City 
of Albany. He was admitted to 
practice before the U. S. Supreme 
Court on May 18, 1970. 
James L. Griffith and his wife 
announced the birth of their daugh­
ter, Anne Elisabeth, on July 7,1970. 
Christopher J. Clark and his fam­
ily are residents of Montclair, N. J. 
Mr. Clark is a Tax Manager (CPA) 
with Arthur Anderson & Co., lo­
cated in New York City. 
Class of 1966 
Edward C. Mengel, Jr., was mar­
ried to the former Grace Anne Pa-
lecko, on August 15, 1970. Mr. Men-
gel is with the New York firm of 
Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Irvine. 
Also, he is the lecturer for New 
York Practice Course given at Vil­
lanova Law School. 
Kenneth L. Gross, since October, 
1967, has been with the U. S. De­
partment of Justice in the Tax Di­
vision. Presently, he is on a special 
six month assignment with the 
Civil Rights Section of the Justice 
Department. 
Joseph A. Tate has recently joined 
the firm of Schnader, Harrison, 
Segal & Lewis of Philadelphia. 
Prior to this affiliation, Mr. Tate 
was in the Antitrust Division of the 
Justice Department. Mr. & Mrs. 
Tate and their three children reside 
in West Chester, Pa. 
James Fitzgerald is with the 
Philadelphia District Attorney's 
Office. He is a department head 
administering the non-major unit. 
Mr. Fitzgerald, in addition, is an 
Instructor of Economics at the Phil­
adelphia Community College. 
Class of 1967 
Edward R. Murphy was married 
on Sept. 26, 1970 to the former 
Karen Marshall. Mr. Murphy is 
associated with the firm of Mar­
shall, Dennehey and Warner of 
Philadelphia. 
Richard M. Campbell and his 
wife proudly announced the birth 
of their twin sons, John and Mat­
thew, on March 3, 1970. Mr. Camp­
bell is employed by the Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. and is located in San 
Francisco, California. 
Alan G. Ellis, after clerking for 
Chief Judge John W. Lord, Jr. of 
the U. S. District Court, assumed 
the position of Assistant Professor 
of Law at Golden Gate College 
School of Law in San Francisco, 
Calif. Mr. Ellis is also the Legal 
Director of the Berkeley branch of 
the ACLU. 
Leo A. Hackett and his wife be­
came the proud parents of their 
second child, Daniel Thomas, on 
April 19, 1970. Mr. Hackett is with 
the firm of Fronefield, DeFuria and 
Petrikin located in Media, Pa. 
Class of 1968 
Jerome N. Kline has recently be­
come associated with the firm of 
Pechner, Sacks, Cantor & Dorfman 
of Philadelphia where he will be 
specializing in environmental law. 
John Rolli formed his own law 
office on March 1, 1970 in Littleton, 
New Hampshire. He is involved in 
a general practice and is Counsel 
for the American Party of New 
Hampshire. On August 28, 1970 
Mr. & Mrs. Rolli announced the 
birth of their second son, Noah. 
Nicholas J. Masington, Jr. is em­
ployed by E. I. duPont de Nemours 
& Co., Inc., in their Legal Depart­
ment. Mr. Masington's work in­
volves the prosecution of both U. S. 
and foreign patent applications. 
Also, Mr. Masington was recently 
made a member of the Delaware 
Council on Crime and The Justice's 
Advisory Committee on Adult Cor­
rections. 
Joseph P. O'Brien is associated 
with the firm of Kassab, Cherry, 
Curran & Archbold of Chester, Pa. 
On January 22nd of this year, Mr. 
O'Brien became a Certified Public 
Accountant. 
Class of 1969 
Henry J. Horstmann has recently 
become affiliated with the Office of 
the U. S. Attorney in Philadelphia. 
Before assuming the responsibility, 
Mr. Horstmann had done immigra­
tion work for the firm of Carano 
and Kunken. Moreover, Mr. Horst­
mann had been a clerk for Judge 
Theodore C. Reimel of the Common 
Pleas Court. 
Michael P. Marnik is presently 
on duty in the U. S. Navy Judge 
Advocate General's Corps. In May, 
1970, Mr. Mamik will resume his 
association with the firm of Sisk 
and Kane in Lynn, Mass. Mr. & 
Mrs. Mamik announced the birth 
of their son, Matthew Michael, on 
April 26, 1970. 
Joseph D. Priory is the law clerk 
for Judge Barlow of the U. S. Dis­
trict Court of New Jersey. Mr. 
Priory is married and has two chil­
dren. 
Joseph A. Torregrossa has been 
clerking for the Honorable Thomas 
Masterson of the U. S. District 
Court in Philadelphia. On July 11, 
1970 Mr. Terregrossa married the 
former Ann S. Gormally, a 1970 
graduate of the Law School. 
Class of 1970 
Gary J. Kunkle, associated with 
the Media firm of ReDavid, Orlow-
sky, Natale and Anderman, was 
married on August 8 in Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands. The couple spent 
their honeymoon in Switzerland 
and returned to the U. S. where 
Mrs. Kunkle is a nursing student 
at Bryn Mawr Hospital. 
Soren P. West is with the firm 
of J. Joseph McCluskey of Strouds-
burg. Pa. Mr. West is involved in 
general practice and has recently 
been appointed to the Board of Di­
rectors of the Monroe County Drug 
Council. 
Ernest T. Bartol is employed by 
Arthur Anderson and Co. in New 
York City. The Bartol's proudly 
announced the birth of their first 
child, Jacqueline Marie, on August 
6, 1970. 
John M. Perone is employed by 
the District Attorney's Office in 
Westchester County, New York. Mr. 
Perone has been acting as a law 
instructor at the County's Police 
Academy. 
John E. Bosaco is presently at­
tending the Wharton Graduate 
School, University of Pa. Mr. Bo­
saco is enrolled in the M.B.A. pro­
gram, a two year course. Mr. 
Bosaco and his wife reside in St. 
Davids, Pa. 
Our thanks for your response to 
our questionnaire. We would ap­
preciate it if you would keep us 
posted of your current activities 
and article or information submis­
sion is welcomed and encouraged. 
We need your continuing coopera­
tion in expanding and improving 
our Alumni Section as well as the 
rest of the paper. 
ALUMNI REMINDER 
The plans for the Annual Christ­
mas Party to be held on December 
19th in Garey Hall have been for­
mulated. Detailed information has 
been mailed to you concerning this 
event. 
